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Abstract—We experimentally demonstrate burst-
mode reception in a 1300 km fiber link that spans
from Montreal to Quebec City and back, with a 1.25
GbÕs burst-mode receiver (BMRx). The receiver fea-
tures automatic phase acquisition using a clock
phase aligner (CPA) and provides instantaneous (0
preamble bit) phase acquisition with error-free op-
eration [packet-loss ratio (PLR) �10−6 and bit error
rate (BER) �10−10] for any phase step „±2� rad… be-
tween consecutive packets, while also supporting
more than 1100 consecutive identical digits (CIDs).
The CPA makes use of a phase picking algorithm and
an oversampling semi-blind clock and data recovery
circuit operated at 2Ã the bit rate. We also study the
effect of channel impairments on the performance of
BMRx at such distances. More specifically, we investi-
gate the PLR performance of the system and quantify
it as a function of the phase step between consecutive
packets, received signal power, CID immunity, and
BER, while assessing the trade-offs in preamble
length, power penalty, and pattern correlator error
resistance.

Index Terms—Burst-mode receiver; Clock and data
recovery (CDR); Clock phase aligner (CPA); Optical fi-
ber communications; Optical networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

L arge-scale computer networks are needed to sup-
port growing web applications that require fast

and reliable interconnections to provide rapid access
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o information and services to millions of users. As the
umber of interconnected servers and storage media

ncreases, optical technologies are expected to play a
ajor role in the development of these local area net-
orks (LANs) because of the high speed, low loss, and

mall foot print of optical fiber communication links.
ptical packet switched networks (OPSNs) are ex-
ected to overcome future bottlenecks in transport
nd access networks as they reduce the number of lay-
rs present in the current protocol stack to only two
evels: Internet protocol (IP) over optical.

Much research into OPSNs focuses on the optical
esign, while assuming the availability of high-speed
lectronics [1–4]. Also, the effect of channel impair-
ents on the performance of electronic receivers has

argely been overlooked. For example, silence periods
etween packets are inevitable and inherently arise in
PSNs due to the statistical multiplexing. In fact, the

ent packets only occupy capacity in the network
hen there is data to be routed over the network,
hereas in silent periods the capacity becomes avail-
ble to other traffic streams [5]. This asynchronous
ature of silence periods can cause conventional re-
eivers, clock and data recovery (CDR) circuits based
n phase-locked loops (PLLs), to lose pattern synchro-
ization. Preamble bits can be inserted at the begin-
ing of each packet to allow the CDRs enough time to
cquire lock. However, this overhead reduces the ef-
ective throughput and increases delay.

In this paper, we implement an electronic receiver
hat features postprocessing functionalities, a burst-
ode receiver (BMRx), with applications to OPSNs in

ong-distance networks. This BMRx is comprised of a
emi-blind oversampling CDR circuit operated at 2�
he bit rate and a clock phase aligner (CPA) that
akes use of a phase picking algorithm for automatic

lock phase acquisition. The most important charac-
eristic of the CPA is its phase acquisition time, which
ust be as short as possible to decrease the burst-
ode sensitivity penalty and thus increase the power

udget or alternatively increase the information rate
2010 Optical Society of America
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with more bits available to the packet payload. The
strength of our approach is the exploitation of compo-
nents designed to operate at high bit rates in support
of transport network bit rates. The proposed BMRx
architecture could in principle be scaled up to 10 Gb/s
and even to 40 Gb/s. Such high-speed receivers with
rapid data recovery time are required for future opti-
cal switched networks.

We demonstrate experimentally for the first time, to
our knowledge, burst-mode reception in a 1300 km de-
ployed fiber link that spans from Montreal to Quebec
City and back, over a RISQ1 network. We investigate
the effects of channel impairments on the perfor-
mance of BMRx in terms of the packet-loss ratio (PLR)
and bit error rate (BER) and quantify it as a function
of the phase step between consecutive packets, re-
ceived signal power, and CID immunity. We also as-
sess the trade-offs in preamble length, power penalty,
and pattern correlator error resistance. These results
will help refine theoretical models of receivers em-
ployed in the OPSN and provide input for establishing
realistic power budgets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II, we present the experimental setup, describe
the design and implementation of the BMRx, and ex-
plain in detail the deployed 1300 km fiber link. Sec-
tion III is devoted to the presentation and analysis of
the experimental results. Finally, the paper is summa-
rized and concluded in Section IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, RISQ NETWORK, AND BURST-
MODE RECEIVER CONFIGURATION

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1 is used
1Réseau d’informations scientifiques du Québec (Quebec’s Scien-

tific Information Network), www.risq.qc.ca.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup for burst-mode reception
frequency power combiner; MZM, Mach–Zehnder modulator; EDFA
tical attenuator; LPF, low-pass filter; BMRx, burst-mode receiver). D
Fig. 4, respectively.
o test the 1300 km deployed fiber link. A distributed-
eedback (DFB) laser at 1538.98 nm is modulated by
.25 Gb/s bursty data. Bursty traffic is generated by
djusting the phase �1 and �2 between alternating
ackets from two programmable ports of an Anritsu
P18000 pattern generator, which are then concat-

nated via a radio-frequency (RF) power combiner and
sed to drive a polarization-dependent Mach–Zehnder
odulator (MZM) with an optical modulator driver

lso from JDSU (model #H301-1110).

The time between two consecutive packets corre-
ponding to the laser ON/OFF time is 16 bits. As de-
icted in Fig. 2, the packets are formed from 0 to 48 �l�
reamble bits, 36 delimiter bits, 215−1 payload bits,
nd 48 comma bits. The preamble bits are used to per-
orm phase recovery. The delimiter is a unique pattern
ndicating the start of the packet and exploited for
yte synchronization. Similarly, the comma is a
nique pattern to indicate the end of the payload. The
ayload is simply a 215−1 pseudorandom binary se-
uence (PRBS). The PLR and BER measurements are
nly performed on the delimiter and payload bits, re-
pectively.

The lock acquisition time corresponds to the num-
er of bits �l� needed in front of the delimiter in order

he 1300 km deployed fiber link. (PC, polarizer controller; RF, radio-
ium-doped fiber amplifier; BPF, bandpass filter; VOA, variable op-
ils of the packet structure and the BMRx are depicted in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 2. Packet structure for the experiment.
in t
, erb
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to achieve error-free operation, that is, PLR �10−6

and BER �10−10, for any phase step, ����= ��1−�2�
�2� rad, between any two consecutive packets in the
link. Note that this method of measuring the phase
acquisition time is more accurate than the qualitative
method of monitoring the CDR’s voltage-controlled os-
cillator (VCO) control voltage [6]. In the latter case,
the phase acquisition time is determined by measur-
ing the settling time of the VCO’s control voltage en-
velope to within a certain percentage of the steady-
state value. The drawback of this method is that it
overestimates the lock acquisition time as it is not
necessary for the clock to be perfectly aligned with the
data before the payload becomes valid.

A silence period TS (guard time), consisting of a
phase step ���� (with a 1 ps resolution), and an all-
zero sequence of m consecutive identical digits (CIDs)
can be inserted between the packets. The silence pe-
riod can be expressed as

Ts = �m +
��

2�
�T, �1�

where T is the bit period. The phase steps between the
consecutive packets can be set anywhere between
±1 ns on a 1 ps resolution, corresponding to a ±1.25
unit interval (UI) at 1.25 Gb/s. Note that 1 UI corre-
sponds to a 1 bit period. Eye diagrams of the bursty
traffic input to the BMRx are shown in Fig. 1 with dif-
ferent phase steps: ��=0 rad �0 ps�, ��=� /2 rad
�200 ps�, and ��=� rad �400 ps�.

The bursty data is then sent over the RISQ network
on a link consisting of 650 km of standard single-mode
fiber (G.652) link from Montreal to Quebec City, as
seen in Fig. 1. At Quebec City, the signal is amplified
by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and band-
pass filtered (BPF) before being looped back. In Mon-
treal, the signal undergoes amplification by an EDFA
before a variable optical attenuator (VOA) serves to
control the received power level. The signal is then fil-
tered before the optical-to-electrical conversion is per-
formed by a PIN photodiode from New Focus (model
#1434). The bursty signal is then low-pass filtered
(LPF) before being sent to the BMRx. The LPF is a
fourth-order Bessel–Thomson filter whose −3 dB cut-
off frequency is 0.7� the bit rate, or 875 MHz, to re-
move the out-of-band high-frequency electrical noise.
Such a filter has an optimum bandwidth to filter out
noise while keeping intersymbol interference (ISI) to a
minimum [7].

B. RISQ Network

RISQ refers to both the network and the organiza-
tion that manages the high-speed optical access net-
work that supports research and higher-education in-
stitutions throughout Quebec with sophisticated
elecommunications services. The RISQ network is
he Quebec portal for the Canada-wide network
CA*net�. We used an unoccupied wavelength on the
avelength-division-multiplexed RISQ network to
easure the effect of real-world channel impairments

n our BMRx at 1.25 Gb/s. There are ten amplifica-
ion stages featuring both EDFAs and dispersion com-
ensation modules on the 650 km fiber link from Mon-
real to Quebec City. Considering the extra amplifier
t the loop-back point, this implies a total of 21 ampli-
cation stages on the 1300 km deployed link.

We measured the residual chromatic dispersion of
he link using the phase-shift method (fmod
100 MHz, Anritsu model 8509BR). The group delay
easurement, shown in Fig. 3, is performed with 16

verages and fitted to the standard linear polynomial.
e consider only the first-order dispersion because we

ealize our experiments at a bit rate that is less than
0 Gb/s and over a narrow waveband �0.2 nm�. The
esidual chromatic dispersion thus obtained is
533.25 ps/nm over the channel bandwidth. This re-
idual dispersion is not expected to have any signifi-
ant impact on 1.25 Gb/s transmission.

. Burst-Mode Receiver Configuration

The main building blocks of the receiver are illus-
rated in Fig. 4. Our BMRx without the double-data
ate (DDR) functionality is similar to the 622 Mb/s re-
eiver in [8]. The receiver includes a multirate syn-
hronous optical network (SONET) CDR from Analog
evices (part #ADN2819), a 1:16 deserializer (DES)

rom Maxim-IC (part #MAX3885), and a CPA module
mplemented on a Virtex IV field-programmable gate
rray (FPGA) from Xilinx. The multirate CDR recov-
rs the clock and data from the incoming signal. The
DR supports the following frequencies of interest:
.25 and 2.5 Gb/s for burst-mode operation at 2� the
it rate. The CDR is followed by a 1:16 deserializer

ig. 3. (Color online) Measured residual dispersion in a loop-back
Montreal–Quebec City) of RISQ link.
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that reduces the frequency of the recovered clock and
data to a frequency that can be processed by the digi-
tal logic. The lower rate parallel data is then sent to
the FPGA for further processing. Thereafter, a 1:8
DDR DES, a framer, a comma detector, the CPA (in-
cluding byte synchronizers and a phase picker), and a
digital clock manager (DCM) are implemented on the
FPGA. Note that our CPA is designed to support data
rates up to 5 Gb/s with 10 Gb/s sampling rates. How-
ever, due to unavailability of commercial multirate
CDRs at 5 Gb/s, at the time of writing this paper, the
BMRx was instead tested at 1.25 Gb/s with 2.5 Gb/s
sampling rates.

On the board it is first necessary to further parallel-
ize the data and clock to a lower frequency that will
ensure proper synchronization and better stability of
the DCM before these signals can be sent to the CPA
for automatic phase acquisition. Thus, an integrated
DDR 1:8 DES is implemented on the FPGA. Auto-
matic detection of the payload is implemented on the
FPGA through a framer and a comma detector, which
are responsible for detecting the beginning (delimiter
bits) and the end (comma bits) of the packet, respec-
tively. The CPA makes use of a phase picking algo-
rithm and the 2� oversampling CDR. The CPA is
turned ON for the PLR measurements with phase ac-
quisition for burst-mode reception when ���0 rad;
otherwise it can be bypassed for continuous-mode re-
ception when ��=0 rad.

The idea behind the CPA is based on a simple, fast,
and effective algorithm. The odd and the even samples
resulting from sampling the data twice on the alter-
nate (odd and even) clock rising edges are forwarded
to path O and to path E, respectively. The byte syn-
chronizer is responsible for detecting the delimiter. It
makes use of a payload detection algorithm to look for
a preprogrammed delimiter pattern. The concept be-
hind the phase picking algorithm is to replicate the
byte synchronizer twice in an attempt to detect the de-

Fig. 4. (Color online) Block diagram of the burst-mode receiver (CD
CPA, clock phase aligner; DCM, digital clock manager; Sync, synch
imiter on either the odd and/or even samples of the
ata, respectively. That is, regardless of any phase
tep, �����2� rad, between two consecutive packets,
here will be at least one clock (odd or even) edge that
ill yield an accurate sample. The phase picker then
ses feedback from the byte synchronizers to select
he right path from the two possibilities. The re-
ligned data is then sent to a BER/PLR tester.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5(a) shows the PLR performance of the
300 km fiber link as a function of phase difference ��
etween consecutive packets for different preamble
engths with only the CDR (CPA turned OFF). The re-
eived signal power is kept at −18 dBm. We consider
hat all packets are correctly received when PLR
10−6, corresponding to a BER �10−10. We have re-

tricted the horizontal axis to values of 0���
800 ps, corresponding to 0����2� rad at

.25 Gb/s. Also, note that the results are symmetrical
bout 0 rad from −2�����0 rad. We observe a bell-
haped curve centered at 400 ps because this repre-
ents the half bit period corresponding to the worst-
ase phase step at ��=� rad, and therefore, the CDR
s sampling exactly at the edge of the data eye, result-
ng in a PLR �1. At relatively small phase shifts (near

or 2� rad), we can easily achieve zero PLR because
he CDR is almost sampling at the middle of each bit.
reamble bits (“1010 ¯” pattern) can be inserted at

he beginning of the packets to help the CDR settle
own and acquire lock. As the preamble length is in-
reased, there is an improvement in the PLR. At least
9 preamble bits are required for error-free operation
or any phase step. However, the use of the preamble
educes the effective throughput and increases delay.
y switching ON the burst-mode functionality of the
eceiver with the CPA as shown in Fig. 5(b), we ob-
erve error-free operation for any phase step with no

clock and data recovery; DES, deserializer; DDR, double-data rate;
izer).
R,
ron
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preamble bits, allowing for instantaneous phase ac-
quisition. It should be noted that, whereas ��=� rad
represents the worst-case phase step for the CDR
sampling at the bit rate, the ��=� /2 rad phase step
is the worst-case scenario for the BMRx as it is based
on an oversampling CDR at 2� the bit rate.

We note that a sensitivity penalty results from the
quick extraction of the decision threshold and clock
phase from a short preamble at the start of each
packet [9]. However, by reducing the phase acquisi-
tion time as demonstrated in this work, the burst-
mode sensitivity penalty can be reduced. Alterna-
tively, with the reduced number of preamble bits,
more bits can be left for the payload, thereby increas-
ing the information rate. To further illustrate this,
consider the experimental results in Fig. 6, which
shows the BER and PLR performance of the receiver
as a function of the received signal power for different
phase steps and preamble lengths. Note that the ab-

Fig. 5. (Color online) PLR versus phase difference between con-
secutive packets. (a) CDR performance with different preamble
lengths. (b) BMRx performance with no preamble bits.
 cissa is the received signal power, that is, the optical

ower contributed at the photodiode. To determine the
urst-mode penalty of the receiver, the performance of
he CDR sampling continuous data ���=0 rad� at the
it rate is compared with the performance of the
MRx sampling bursty data with a worst-case phase
tep ���=� /2 rad� as shown in Fig. 6(a). Both mea-
urements are made for a 0 bit preamble. Due to the
� oversampling (faster electronics) and the phase
icking algorithm, we observe a 2 dB and a 0.5 dB
ower penalty for the BER and PLR performance, re-
pectively. It can also be observed that for the worst-
ase phase step in the link, the BMRx accomplishes
ensitivities of −23 and −19.5 dBm, to achieve BER
10−10 and PLR=10−6, respectively. Note that when

he BMRx samples continuous data, we actually no-
ice a 1 dB improvement in the PLR performance over
he CDR due to the CPA as depicted in Fig. 6(b). The
DR will not be able to recover any packets if there
xists a worst-case phase step ���=� rad� between
he consecutive packets, regardless of the received sig-
al power, resulting in a PLR �1. However, if a 48 bit

ig. 6. (Color online) BER and PLR versus received signal power
or different preamble lengths and phase steps between consecutive
ackets.
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preamble is complied with, the PLR performance of
the CDR is then comparable with the PLR perfor-
mance obtained by the CDR with zero preamble bits
and no phase steps. Hence, for the worst-case phase
steps in the link, there is a trade-off between the sen-
sitivity penalty obtained by employing the BMRx over
the CDR and the number of preamble bits required
without the BMRx. Since random silence periods in a
live link are inevitable, the power penalty may be a
small price to achieve error-free operation.

We measure the CID immunity of the receiver by
zeroing bits at the end of packet 1 until error-free op-
eration can no longer be maintained on packet 2. The
immunity of the BMRx and the CDR to CIDs is de-
picted in Fig. 7. The received signal power is kept at
−18 dBm, with the phase step and the preamble
length both set to zero for this measurement. As
shown, both the BMRx and the CDR can support
�1100 CIDs with error-free operation. This CID im-
munity is significantly greater than current state-of-
the-art BMRx—32 bits in [10] and 7 bits in [11]. It
should be noted that in addition to CIDs, if a worst-
case phase step is introduced between consecutive
packets, the CDR regardless of its CID immunity will
result in a PLR �1. This is not the case with the
BMRx, which as demonstrated, is immune to any
phase steps between consecutive packets.

Finally, to measure the dynamic range of the re-
ceiver, we fix the amplitude of packet 1 and increase
or decrease the amplitude of packet 2 until the BMRx
can no longer maintain error-free operation on packet
2. Again, the phase step and the preamble length are
both set to zero for this measurement. The worst-case
scenario is when a low-amplitude packet follows a
high-amplitude packet [12]. The dynamic range of the
receiver is measured to be 3 dB. This relaxes the re-
quirements of the output voltage swings/fluctuations

Fig. 7. (Color online) PLR versus CID immunity of CDR and
BMRx.
rom a front end at high data rates. The dynamic
ange can easily be increased to more than 15 dB with
front end consisting of a burst-mode amplitude re-

overy circuit [13].

We now theoretically derive an expression that re-
ates the PLR performance of the receiver as a func-
ion of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR will
ffect the bits in the packet delimiter. If the delimiter
s not being correctly detected, a packet is declared
ost, hence contributing to the packet loss count. The

factor is the SNR at the decision circuit in voltage,
nd can be expressed as

Q =
�1 − �0

�1 + �0
, �2�

here �1,0 are the mean voltage values for the bits “1”
nd “0”, respectively, while �1,0 are the corresponding
tandard deviations. The resulting BER denoted as
e, can be determined by

Pe =
1

2
erfc� Q

�2
� , �3�

here

erfc�x� = Pe =
2

��
�

x

	

exp�− 
2�d
. �4�

he error resistance [14] of the delimiter depends not
nly on its length, but also on the exact implementa-
ion of the pattern correlator. Let Pl

z represent the
LR obtained at a given signal power with a pattern
orrelator having an error resistance of z bits in a d
it delimiter. The PLR, Pl

z, can then be estimated as

Pl
z � 	

j=z+1

d

P�j� 
 P�z + 1� for Pe � 1, �5�

here P�x� gives the probability of finding x errors out
f a d bit delimiter given that the probability of find-
ng a bit error is Pe, and can be expressed as a bino-

ial distribution:

P�x� =
d!

x!�d − x�!
Pe

x�1 − Pe�d−x. �6�

Using Eqs. (2)–(6), we theoretically predict the PLR
erformance Pl

z of the RISQ network as a function of
he received signal power, with a pattern correlator
aving an error resistance of z=0 bits, and compare
he results experimentally in Fig. 8(a); the theoretical
nd experimental results concur.

To improve the system performance, forward-error-
orrecting (FEC) schemes can be employed by encod-
ng the packet bits. Due to the associated overhead,

ost standards impose a strict requirement on the de-
imiter field—a unique pattern of fixed length. There-
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fore, while the payload bits can be encoded, it is usu-
ally not possible to encode the delimiter bits. Hence,
while there is an improvement in the BER perfor-
mance at a given SNR, the same cannot be implied
about the PLR performance, which is dependent on
the delimiter being correctly identified. Consequently,
the BER may not be a true reflection of the system
performance, but that of the properly received bursts
only, as many other bursts may be lost without being
included in the BER measurement.

The PLR performance can be improved by increas-
ing the error resistance of the pattern correlator with
a more sophisticated design of the pattern correlator.
Thus, the complexity of the pattern correlator de-
pends on an acceptable error resistance of the delim-
iter. Consider Fig. 8(b) where we plot Eq. (5), that is,
the PLR performance Pl

z, as a function of the BER Pe,
for different error-resistance values z, of the delimiter.
Even with a simple pattern correlator having no error

Fig. 8. (Color online) (a) Comparison between theoretical and mea-
sured PLR versus signal power. (b) PLR versus BER performance
with a pattern correlator having different error resistance values in
the delimiter.
esistance �z=0 bits�, we obtain error-free operation:
LR�10−9 at BER=10−10. Furthermore, by increasing

he pattern correlator error resistance to z=1 bit, we
btain an improvement in the PLR performance by
ight orders of magnitude.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have experimentally investigated the effect of
eal-world channel impairments on the performance
f a BMRx at 1.25 Gb/s in a 1300 km fiber link that
pans from Montreal to Quebec City and back and
uantified the results in terms of the BER and PLR
erformance of the system. The receiver features a
emi-blind oversampling CDR circuit operated at 2�
he bit rate and a CPA with a phase picking algorithm
or automatic clock phase acquisition.

The receiver achieves a PLR�10−6 and BER
10−10 while featuring instantaneous (0 preamble bit)

hase acquisition for any phase step (±2� rad) be-
ween packets, a sensitivity of −19 dBm, a CID immu-
ity of 1100 bits, and a 3 dB dynamic range. The price
o pay is faster electronics and a burst-mode penalty
f 2 and 0.5 dB in the BER and PLR performance, re-
pectively. On the other hand, the 1.25 Gb/s BMRx in-
erits the low-jitter transfer bandwidth �2 MHz� and
he low jitter-peaking �0.1 dB� of the oversampling
DR at 2.5 Gb/s. Hence, this receiver could also find
pplications in future OPSNs, which may require a
ascade of BMRx that each consumes some of the
verall jitter budget of the system.

Our solution leverages the design of components for
ong-haul transport networks using low-complexity,
ommercial electronics providing a cost-effective solu-
ion for OPSN receivers. These components are typi-
ally a generation ahead of the components for multi-
ccess networks. Thus, our solution will scale with the
caling for long-haul networks, and will provide a
imple way to evaluate the performance and quality of
ervice of future OPSNs.
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